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Abstract

With the increasing prevalence of smart speakers and virtual chatbots, dialogue
systems have become a prominent research area in natural language processing.
The primary objective of designing a dialogue agent is to converse with humans on
a wide range of requests, ranging from general chat to information seeking, event
discussion, and more. While existing dialog systems still face numerous challenges,
we mainly focus on addressing the following three essential ones: (1) managing
diverse conversational purposes, (2) facilitating effective memory management for
long-term conversations, and (3) automating the evaluation of machine-generated
dialog responses. To overcome these challenges, we introduce HOKIEBOT, an
open-domain chatbot developed for the Alexa Prize SocialBot Grand Challenge 5.
HOKIEBOT employs a diverse set of dialog responders, including retrieval-based,
neural network-based, and large language model-based (such as BlenderBot and
Alpaca) to cater to a broad spectrum of user requests. To enhance engagement and
foster long-term conversations, we introduce a novel topic-aware responder that
keeps track of user preferences toward various topics from previous interactions,
stores them in memory, and dynamically utilizes them to generate consistent
responses. Additionally, we investigate various ranking strategies to evaluate
and select the most suitable responses from a diverse array of candidates. The
integration of these components enables HOKIEBOT to produce user-preferred
responses and maintain consistency in long-term interactions, thereby offering an
improved conversational experience across a wide range of conversational topics.

1 Introduction

As virtual assistants and smart speakers gain popularity and become more accessible, dialogue systems
have assumed a pivotal role in the realm of natural language processing. Recent advancements in
state-of-the-art dialogue systems, such as BlenderBot 3 [Shuster et al., 2022], ChatGPT [OpenAI,
2023], and Vicuna [Chiang et al., 2023], have demonstrated remarkable progress in generating fluent
and coherent responses. These dialog systems are designed with the primary objective of creating
agents capable of engaging in human-like conversations across a wide range of scenarios, producing
consistent and user-preferred responses for both short-term and long-term dialogues.

In this work, we introduce HOKIEBOT, an innovative open-domain chatbot developed for the Alexa
Prize SocialBot Grand Challenge 5 Johnston et al. [2023]. Our chatbot is specifically designed to
address the following three crucial challenges: (1) the capacity of managing diverse conversational
purposes effectively, (2) efficient memory management to facilitate long-term conversations, and (3)
automating the evaluation of machine-generated dialogue responses.
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Diverse Conversational Purposes Open-domain conversational agents or chatbots, such as Ama-
zon Alexa [Goel et al., 2019, Krause et al., 2017, Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019], are designed and
expected to seamlessly blend entertaining wit and knowledge while making the users feel heard
and engaged. However, catering to the broad range of conversational topics and human requests,
such as general chat, seeking information, and in-depth discussions of events or entities, presents a
significant challenge in training a single conversational agent to fulfill all these varied purposes [Roller
et al., 2021]. To support diverse conversational purposes, our system employs a combination of
retrieval-based and neural-based chatbot responders, as discussed in Section 3, to effectively cover
various conversational objectives.

Memory Management for Long-term Conversations Preserving an effective memory for long-
term conversations is essential for generating consistent responses across multiple interactions and
adapting to users’ preferences. While recent studies have made efforts in personalizing dialogue
systems for long-term conversations [Xu et al., 2022a,b, Bae et al., 2022], they primarily focus on
how to efficiently store memory obtained from previous conversations, with less attention to guiding
the dialogue model in using the memory to generate consistent and user-preferred responses, and
dynamically updating the long-term memory.

In this work, we propose PERSONADIAL (Section 3.2), a novel framework that dynamically stores
users’ preferences and personalities, leveraging this information to guide the dialogue model. This
approach ensures that the dialogue model generates responses that are consistent and aligned with
users’ interests, fostering a more engaging and long-term interaction with users.

Automatic Dialog Response Evaluation Evaluating the quality of machine-generated dialogue
responses is a critical aspect in developing open-domain, general-purpose chatbots [Walker et al.,
1997, Kamm, 1995]. Although human evaluation is typically considered the gold standard in
evaluation, it requires significant labor effort and is not feasible for real-time evaluation of candidate
responses generated by various models.

To address this challenge and enable real-time evaluation of machine-generated responses, we
investigate various existing ranking strategies aimed at evaluating and selecting the most suitable
responses from a vast array of potential candidates. Additionally, inspired by the recent success of
instruction tuning that improves zero-shot performance on unseen tasks, we introduce INSTRUCTEVAL
(Section 4.3), a novel unified automatic evaluation framework that is capable of following human
instructions and evaluating responses on unseen customized aspects.

Our HOKIEBOT system is designed to be flexible, accommodating a wide range of conversational
purposes, and makes use of effective memory management to produce consistent and user-preferred
responses over numerous interactions. Additionally, our system incorporates an innovative automatic
evaluation system for assessing and selecting the most suitable dialogue responses produced by the
system.

2 System Overview

HOKIEBOT is an open-domain dialogue system developed utilizing the CoBot framework [Khatri
et al., 2018]. The system is composed of multiple modules, each tailored to perform a specific task
within the pipeline, as illustrated in Figure 1.

During each interaction, the user’s input utterance undergoes a series of processing steps. First,
the Global Intent Handler module manages the initial launch and termination intents, responding
with an appropriate welcome or goodbye message based on the global user’s intent. If the user
intends to continue the conversation, the user utterance is then passed through the Automated Speech
Recognition (ASR) Processor module, which converts the user’s spoken words into written text. The
ASR Processor also incorporates an offensive Content Filter that identifies any inappropriate content
in the user utterance. If anything offensive is detected, the system triggers a topic redirection prompt
to steer the conversation in a more suitable direction.

2Note that all exemplar conversations used in this report, including the utterances, characters, and names, are
purely fictitious, i.e., they are first generated by large language models and then edited by humans. There is no
correlation between the entities and real-world individuals.
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Figure 1: System Overview of HOKIEBOT. The HOKIEBOT is built on top of the CoBot framework.
The blue boxes represent the default modules included in the CoBot framework, while the green
boxes denote the modules unique to HOKIEBOT.2

Following the ASR process, the NLU/NLP pipeline utilizes a collection of feature extractors to
analyze the transcribed utterance in parallel. These extractors cover Intent, Noun Chunks, Coreference,
Punctuation, and Sentiment detection, efficiently extracting valuable NLP features from the user’s
utterance. The identified features are then used in formulating appropriate responses.

The Dialog Manager module consists of a Response Generator Runner and a series of response filters.
The Response Generator Runner launches multiple different responses (see Section 3 for details),
creating a diverse set of candidate responses. Subsequently, these candidate responses undergo a
series of filters designed to eliminate offensive, contradictory, or repetitive responses. The Ranking
strategy takes the filtered responses from the Dialog Manager and employs a collection of ranking
modules (see Section 4 for details) to assign scores to the candidate responses. These scores are
then aggregated by a Combined Ranker to evaluate the overall score of each candidate response.
Finally, the response with the highest ranking is selected and forwarded to the Response Builder,
which prepares and formats the response for delivery to the user.

3 Response Generators

3.1 Conversational Responders

As we advance towards an era of large-scale general models capable of handling a wide range of
tasks, it’s important to recognize that specialized or domain-specific models still hold an advantage in
terms of both specialty and computation efficiency. In particular, for real-time conversations, smaller
and more diverse models are preferred due to their ability to deliver specialized responses tailored
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to specific situations. For instance, when a user seeks knowledge-based information, a knowledge
responder would better suit the user’s requirements, while in other scenarios, an empathy responder
would be more appropriate for providing comfort and understanding to the user.

Open-domain conversational agents such as Amazon Alexa [Goel et al., 2019, Krause et al., 2017,
Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019] are designed to blend entertaining wit and knowledge seamlessly while
ensuring engagement and responsiveness. However, the broad range of conversational topics and
human requests, such as general chat, seeking information, discussing events or entities in depth, and
more, pose significant challenges in training a single conversational agent to cater to all purposes
[Roller et al., 2021, Liu et al., 2023a]. One common approach employed by existing open-domain
conversational agents involves employing a variety of responder modules, each trained with a specific
objective, such as chit-chat [Chiu et al., 2022, Sun et al., 2021], question-answering, or knowledge-
grounded conversation generation [Sun et al., 2022b]. The system then selects the optimal response
from various candidates generated by these responders using a ranking strategy. HOKIEBOT follows
similar ideas and integrates a variety of expert responders, including both neural-based [Zhang et al.,
2020, Shuster et al., 2022, Xu et al., 2023a] and retrieval-based [Henderson et al., 2017, Wu et al.,
2019, Pan et al., 2021, Jhan et al., 2021] chatbot responders.

Retrieval-based Responder HOKIEBOT fully leverages the following retrieval-based responders
supported by the Cobot framework [Khatri et al., 2018]: Fun Fact responder is a responder using
the knowledge retrieval API to return a fun fact about an entertainer. News responder uses the News
Retrieval API to retrieve news about the user utterance. Greeting responder randomly selects a
greeting message from a list of greeting templates.

Neural-based Responder We also employ a series of neural-based responders to generate candidate
responses to the user utterance. The first two are Topic NRG and a QA responder, which are both
conversational modules supported by the Cobot system. Topic NRG is trained by multi-task learning
with two objectives for dialog topic and intent classification tasks. It classifies a dialog into 10
predefined topic categories, such as Entertainment, Sports, Politics, or Other. The QA responder uses
the Evi QA service to retrieve an answer to the input question and outputs the answer if there is a high
enough confidence score indicating that the answer is relevant. Additionally, we also develop several
large language model-based responders, including Blenderbot-400M-distill, Blenderbot-1B-distill,
AlexaTM [Soltan et al., 2022], and Alpaca-LoRA-7B which is implemented with fp16 to best meet
the latency requirement. Furthermore, we incorporate a multimodal dialogue responder to enable
the generation of multimodal responses that contain both visual and text content.

3.2 Topic Tracker and Topic-aware Responder

Motivation With the increasing popularity and accessibility of virtual assistants and smart speakers,
dialogue systems have emerged as important conversation partners in everyday life. The ability to
generate consistent responses across numerous interactions and adapt to users’ preferences is crucial
for sustaining long-term engagement and building long-term friendships. State-of-the-art dialogue
systems such as BlenderBot 3 [Shuster et al., 2022], ChatGPT [OpenAI, 2023], and Vicuna [Chiang
et al., 2023] have made a remarkable improvement on generating fluent and coherent responses.
However, due to their fixed input token length, they are unable to consider the entire conversation
history across multiple sections and hence mainly focus on single-section conversations.

Recent efforts have been made to personalize dialogue systems for long-term conversations. Xu et al.
[2022a] suggests summarizing conversation sections to effectively store them and Xu et al. [2022b]
proposes to only store responses that embody both the user’s and chatbot’s persona to improve
long-term persona dialogue. However, the accumulation of stored memory and persona responses
can lead to an infinite growth problem. To overcome this issue, Bae et al. [2022] developed a
dialogue long-term memory management technique that selectively removes invalidated or redundant
user information from memory. While the above methods primarily focus on efficiently storing
persona information obtained from previous conversations into memory, they overlook two other
more important questions: (1) how to effectively guide the dialogue model to generate consistent and
user-preferred responses by utilizing the memory? and (2) how to better construct and dynamically
update the long-term memory?
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Figure 2: The overview of the PERSONADIAL framework.

Approach Overview To address the aforementioned problems, we propose PERSONADIAL, a
novel framework for automatically generating personalized responses based on previous interactions.
Specifically, PERSONADIAL consists of five components: (1) a memory module that stores user
preferences, use cases, and identity of the dialogue system; (2) a memory generation module that takes
in conversation history and incorporates new user information into the memory module; (3) a memory
retrieval module that takes dialogue history as input and retrieves potentially useful knowledge from
the memory for response generation; (4) a guidance generation module that utilizes both dialogue
history and retrieved user-specific knowledge to produce a guideline for generating next response;
and (5) a dialogue module that simultaneously considers the dialogue history and the guideline to
generate a new response. We show the overall architecture with a concrete example in Figure 2.

Open-domain Conversation Data Generation We focus on investigating the impact of user
preference toward various topics on dialogue generation. To support this research, we collect a
novel open-domain dialogue dataset comprising around 7,000 conversations across 44 topics. All
conversations are automatically generated by ChatGPT, and the topics with user preferences for each
utterance are also automatically labeled by ChatGPT by leveraging its in-context learning capability.
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Specifically, as shown in Figure 3, we prompt ChatGPT with five examples of annotated dialogues
while each example consists of four components:

1. A human-like conversation containing up to 10 conversational turns. Considering the input
length constraints of Large Language Models (LLMs), we imposed a limit of 10 conversational
turns per dialogue sample.

2. Topic annotations of the last conversational turn, dissected at three levels of granularity. We
categorize the topic of each conversation turn into three levels: high, middle, and low. High-level
topics correspond to expansive categories that encapsulate a variety of subtopics and experiences
(e.g., sports, music, art). Middle-level topics relate to more specific subtopics within the high-level
categories, possessing a heightened focus and specificity (e.g., football, rock bands, painting).
Low-level topics pertain to specific entities, such as people, places, or things (e.g., Cristiano
Ronaldo, The Rolling Stones, Vincent van Gogh).

3. Binary preference annotations for the user with respect to each topic. We ask ChatGPT to
provide the user preference for each topic, contingent on the conversational context, signaling
whether the user prefers to continue with the current topic or divert to an alternative.

4. (optional) a succinct summary of preceding dialogue topics and a suggested topic for the
subsequent response. Predicated on the preference of preceding topics, we further instruct
ChatGPT to summarize the user’s intent and provide a topic suggestion for subsequent dialogue.

Although the utterances in the prompt were not specific quotes from users, their style and depth were
determined based on observations of common types of user utterances while following common topic
trends (movies, food, books, and music). Figure 4 shows several data examples from our generated
open-domain conversation dataset.

Memory Generation (MG) We fine-tune a dialogue model such that given the conversation history
as input, the model can generate the current topics at three levels and their human preferences.
Note that the human preference for each topic is independent. It is common for individuals to
be interested in a high-level topic but not a specific middle or low-level topic. Figure 5 shows
some examples of topic extraction at three levels. We define three sets of topics in the memory:
Rejected, Interested, and Potential Interested. Rejected refers to the topics that human
is not interested in. Interested topics are the ones for which users chat with our bot normally. If
there is no negative sentiment detected from the user, we regard the topic as an Interested one.
Potential Interested topics are the ones inferred based on Interested topics. When users are
interested in a lower-level topic, we use the LLMs to predict several Potential Interested topics
with the same higher-level topic, which are later used as candidates for shifting topics. We categorize
the topics and preferences into these three sets. However, human preferences even on the same topic
may still change. We will keep updating the memory with the latest human preference.

Guidance Generation (GG) Previous work [Gupta et al., 2022b] has shown that dialogue models
can effectively follow a set of pre-defined guidelines to generate corresponding responses. Due to
the diversity of topics, instead of using a fixed set of guidelines, we propose a guideline generation
module that simultaneously considers the retrieved topics and dialogue history to generate guidelines
aligned with user preference. Specifically, the guideline generation module will first decide if the
chatbot should stick to the current topic or not based on the human preference. If so, it will invoke
an LLM by taking the n-turns of conversation history, their topics and human preference as input to
generate a guideline to guide the responder to follow the previous topic; if not, the module will first
retrieve some topics candidate from Potential Interested set, then invoke the LLM with these
candidates as input to generate a guideline and encourage the chatbot to shift to a new topic.

Dialogue Responder (DR) Our Dialogue Responder is developed by leveraging instruction tun-
ing[Gupta et al., 2022b, Xu et al., 2023b, Qi et al., 2023] where the output from the Guidance
Generation module is viewed as the instruction to response generation. Specifically, the Dialogue
Responder takes in the output from the Guidance Generation module as well as the ongoing
conversation history and generates an appropriate response by following the guideline.

Implementation Details We implement the topic extractor based on InstructDial [Gupta et al.,
2022a] and only store the topic as memory to help generate more robust responses. To extract
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Here are 5 examples of a conversation containing 3 pieces: the conversation history, user topic
preferences, and the guidelines for a chat assistant. Each of these are separated by the "|" token. 

1. B:Do you like eating food? A:I love eating most kinds of food. B:What is something that you do not like? A:I
do not like mexican food. |{"high-level": {"topic": "food", "if_interest": "yes"}, "middle-level": {"topic":
"Mexican food", "if_interest": "no"}} | The user is interested in talking about food. They do not like Mexican
food, so talk about another type of food. 
2. B:What do you like to do? A:I like listening to rock n roll music. I really like The Beatles and Elvis Presely. |
{"high-level": {"topic": "music", "if_interest": "yes"}, "middle-level": {"topic": "rock n roll", "if_interest":
"yes"}} {"high-level": {"topic": "music", "if_interest": "yes"}, "middle-level": {"topic": "bands/artists",
"if_interest": "yes"}, "low-level": {"topic": "The Beatles/Elvis Presley", "if_interest": "yes"}} | The user likes to
listen to music. They like the rock n roll genre. They like the band 'The Beatles' and the artist 'Elvis Presely'. Tell
them about other rock n roll artists similar to 'The Beatles' and 'Elvis Presely'. 
3. B:What is a hobby that you like? A:I like reading. I like reading fantasy books, but I do not like 'Dune'. |
{"high-level": {"topic": "reading", "if_interest": "yes"}} {"high-level": {"topic": "reading", "if_interest": "yes"},
"middle-level": {"topic": "genre", "if_interest": "yes"}, "low-level": {"topic": "fantasy", "if_interest": "yes"}}
{"high-level": {"topic": "reading", "if_interest": "yes"}, "middle-level": {"topic": "book", "if_interest":
"unknow"}, "low-level": {"topic": "Dune", "if_interest": "no"}} | The user likes to reed books. They specifically
like to read fantasy books. They are not interested in reading the book 'Dune'. Talk to them about any other
potential books that they like reading. 
4. A:I do not like sushi. B:What kind of food do you like? A:I like Italian and Mexican cuisine. B:What Italian
and Mexican dishes are your favorite? A:Lasagna, spaghetti bolognese, tacos, and burritos. | {"high-level":
{"topic": "food", "if_interest": "no"}, "low-level": {"topic": "sushi", "if_interest": "no"}} {"high-level": {"topic":
"food", "if_interest": "yes"}, "middle-level": {"topic": "cuisine", "if_interest": "yes"}, "low-level": {"topic":
["Italian", "Mexican"], "if_interest": "yes"}} {"high-level": {"topic": "food", "if_interest": "yes"}, "middle-level":
{"topic": "Italian cuisine", "if_interest": "yes"}, "low-level": {"topic": ["lasagna", "spaghetti bolognese"],
"if_interest": "yes"}} {"high-level": {"topic": "food", "if_interest": "yes"}, "middle-level": {"topic": "Mexican
cuisine", "if_interest": "yes"}, "low-level": {"topic": ["tacos", "burritos"], "if_interest": "yes"}} | The user does
not like the food sushi. However, they like Italian and Mexican cuisine. They specifically like lasagna, spaghetti
bolognese, tacos, and burritos. Ask them about some other Italian or Mexican cuisine dishes that they like or
that you think they would like to try. 
5. A:TV series are not my favorite, but I do like comedy. B:Do you like Game of Thrones? A: No. B:What
comedies do you like? A:I like the office. My favorite moment from it is the dinner party episode. B:What is
another comedy that you like? A:I also really enjoy Friends. | {"high-level": {"topic": "TV series", "if_interest":
"yes"}, "middle-level": {"topic": "Game of Thrones", "if_interest": "no"}} {"high-level": {"topic": "TV series",
"if_interest": "no"}} {"high-level": {"topic": "TV series", "if_interest": "yes"}, "middle-level": {"topic":
"comedies", "if_interest": "yes"}, "low-level": {"topic": "The Office", "if_interest": "yes"}} {"high-level":
{"topic": "TV series", "if_interest": "yes"}, "middle-level": {"topic": "favorite moment", "if_interest": "yes"},
"low-level": {"topic": "Dinner Party episode", "if_interest": "yes"}} {"high-level": {"topic": "TV series",
"if_interest": "yes"}, "middle-level": {"topic": "comedies", "if_interest": "yes"}, "low-level": {"topic": "Friends",
"if_interest": "yes"}} | The user is generally not interested in TV series. They specifically do not like 'Game of
Thrones'. They are however, interested in the comedy 'The Office'. Their favorite moment from the series is the
'Dinner Party' episode. Another TV series they like is 'Friends'. Ask the user why they don't like most TV series
other than comedies. 

Generate 20 new and unique examples similar to the provided 5. Include all 3 pieces: the conversation
history, the topic preferences, and the guidelines for the conversation. Make each generated example
different from each other, but make sure to follow the format seen in the previous 5 examples. Make
sure that the examples alternate how many preferences are present in each generation. 

Figure 3: Example of an in-context learning prompt for generating the open-domain conversational
data.

topic and human preference in our pre-defined format, the Dial-BART0 checkpoint is fine-tuned
on our generated open-domain conversational dataset, spanning 44 high-level topics. For guidance
generation, we utilize Flan-T5 [Chung et al., 2022] which is fine-tuned on a subset of our generated
dataset involving 981 pairs of conversations and guidelines. For the response generation module,
we fine-tune the blenderbot-400M-distill checkpoint using a subset of our generated dataset
comprising 1959 triples, each consisting of a conversation, a guideline, and a response. All training
processes use the AdamW optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-6, running over 20 epochs.
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Example 1:
Conversation: 
  ......  A: Do you like sports? B: Yes, I do. I particularly enjoy basketball.
Topics: {“high-level”:{“topic”:“sports”,“if_interest”:“yes”},“middle-level {“topic”: “basketball”, “if_interest”:
“yes”}}
Guidance: The user likes sports and basketball. Talk to them about their favorite basketball teams or players.

Example 2:
Conversation: 
  ......  A:I like playing video games. B:What type of video games do you enjoy? A:I like playing RPGs and
action/adventure games. 
Topics: {“high-level”: {“topic”: “video games”, “if_interest”: “yes”}, “middle-level”: {“topic”: “genre”,
“if_interest”: “yes”}, “low-level”: {“topic”: [“RPG”, “action/adventure”], “if_interest”: “yes”}}
Guidance: The user enjoys playing video games in the RPG and action/adventure genres. Ask about their
favorite game or suggest a new one they may enjoy.

Example 3:
Conversation: 
  ......  A: I’m not interested in politics. B: What other current events are you interested in? A: I enjoy following
the stock market.
Topics: {“high-level”: {“topic”: “current events”, “if_interest”: “yes”}, “middle-level”: {“topic”: “politics”,
“if_interest”: “no”}} {“high-level”: {“topic”: “current events”, “if_interest”: “yes”}, “middle-level”: {“topic”:
“finance”, “if_interest”: “yes”}, “low-level”: {“topic”: “stock market”, “if_interest”: “yes”}}
Guidance: The user is not interested in politics, but they like following the stock market. Ask them about their
knowledge of finance and suggest similar topics they might want to know about.

Figure 4: Examples of generated open-domain conversation data, each with annotations of topics,
user preferences, and suggested new topics.

Figure 5: Examples of three level topics in PERSONADIAL

3.3 Multimodal Dialogue Responder

Motivation and Background The significance of Multimodal Dialogue Response Generation lies
in enabling an exceptional intelligent conversational agent to transcend plain text communication
and embrace the power of perceiving and conveying the real visual physical world. In human
conversations, images effortlessly convey profound visual perceptions that are challenging to express
solely through plain text. Considering this, recent work [Sun et al., 2022a, Firdaus et al., 2021] begin to
explore the Multimodal Dialogue Response Generation either by generation-based methods [Sun et al.,
2022a] or retrieval-based methods [Koh et al., 2023]. Several multimodal dialogue datasets [Feng
et al., 2022, Firdaus et al., 2021] are created, which can support this line of research. In this work,
we treat it as a multimodal entity linking task [Yao et al., 2023, Wang et al., 2023, 2022] to ground
and link the mention within the generated response to an entity in a target knowledge base (KB) and
combine the image of the corresponding entity with the textual response as our multimodal response.

Problem Formulation We formulate the entity linking-based multimodal response generation task
as follows. Given a generated textual response tr containing an entity mention mr, e.g., “Image
Dragons”, we aim to link the mention to a unique entity in the target KB, e.g., “Rock band - Image
Dragons”, and combine the entity image with the textual response to be the multimodal response.
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Each entity ej in the KB is described with a textual description dej , a name tej , and several images
V̄ej = {v0ej , ..., v

h
ej}.

Approach Details Figure. 6 shows the architecture for our multimodal responder. Given a
response generated by HOKIEBOT, we first retrieve K (K=10) candidate entities from the KB whose
lemmatization-based root form of n-gram span (n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}) matches any named entities in
the HOKIEBOT’s response. We then apply CLIP [Radford et al., 2021] as the encoder to obtain
an overall representation of HOKIEBOT’s response and a representation for each entity image, and
further compute the cosine similarity between these representations. We sort all the images from the
K candidate entities based on the cosine similarity scores and take the top-1 image as the aligned
image to form the multimodal response. We use Wikidiverse [Wang et al., 2022], which contains
16M entities, as our target knowledge base.
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favorite rock band? 
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is imagine dragons
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Figure 6: The architecture of multimodal responder. The mention within the text is linked to one
entity within the knowledge base.

3.4 Intent Specialized Responder

Inappropriate User Request The user may request the bot to execute inappropriate operations.
For example, the user may ask the bot to play music while the current Socialbot environment has no
access to other applications like the music player. On the other hand, the user may ask the bot to turn
on the light while the bot can not execute physical actions so far. To handle this issue, we design
several regular expressions to detect these inappropriate user requests and reply with a template to
explain that our bot can not help with these actions but we are happy to discuss other topics.

Stop Intent Detection When users hope to stop the conversation, they can say “stop” to exit it.
However, the user may mistakenly use other commands like “cancel” when they want to stop the
conversation. To address the user’s stop intent, we apply a regular expression to detect the sentences
like “Alexa, cancel” and remind the user that they can say “stop” to end the conversation.

4 Ranking Strategy

As our system consists of a variety of response generators, a response ranking strategy is crucial for
selecting the most suitable response. In this section, we explore various existing dialog response
evaluators and further propose a more robust, generalizable, and innovative evaluator. Finally, we
employ a combined ranker to integrate the ranking scores from all the evaluators for selecting the
optimal response while considering the dialogue history.

4.1 Bert Ranker

Bert Ranker is provided as part of Cobot Toolkit Service, aiming to select the most appropriate
response from a set of responders. It was finetuned using a BERT-base [Devlin et al., 2019] model on
a dataset consisting of multi-turn dialogs from Alexa Prize logs, where each turn has a list of relevant
and irrelevant responses. The model is trained as a binary classifier to score each response as relevant
or irrelevant and brings a 5% absolute increase in Recall@1. One limitation of the Bert ranker is that
it only outputs an overall score for each candidate response without providing fine-grained evaluation
over different dialogue aspects, such as coherence, groundedness and so on.
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4.2 UniEval Ranker

UniEval [Zhong et al., 2022] is an advanced and comprehensive unified multi-dimensional evaluator,
designed to assess diverse facets of text generation. This evaluation framework formulates the evalua-
tion process as a Boolean Question Answering (QA) task. UniEval applies continual learning [Parisi
et al., 2019], a learning technique that is widely applied in various NLP tasks [Madotto et al., 2021,
Liu et al., 2022, Liu and Huang, 2023], to sequentially learn various evaluation aspects. It is worth
noting that UniEval provides distinctive evaluators fine-tuned specifically for different types of
generation tasks, encompassing areas such as dialogue generation, summarization, and beyond. For
the purposes of this work, we employ the UniEval dialogue evaluator to assess aspects of naturalness,
coherence, engagingness, groundedness, and understandability.

Repetitiveness Evaluation We further add the aspect of “repetitiveness” into the UniEval module
since we have noticed a certain amount of repetitiveness within the responses from the Topic NRG
and other responders. It includes Inter-turn Repetitiveness, where the bot may ask the same question
which has been asked in the previous dialogue turns, and Intra-turn Repetiviveness, where the bot
repeats the same sentence multiple times in response. To solve these two issues, we incorporate
a repetitiveness checking for each generated response by splitting the generated response R and
dialogue history D into sentences and assign a low score to the corresponding response if there is the
same sentence within the response, Intra-turn Repetiviveness, or there is the same sentence between
response R and dialogue history D. The response with a low score will be excluded from the final
response.

4.3 InstructEval

To develop an evaluator that can perform the evaluation on unseen customized aspects with high cor-
relation with humans, we develop a scalable and customizable automatic evaluation approach that can
be universally and flexibly applied to various aspects (e.g., naturalness and engagingness). Inspired
by the recent success of instruction tuning that it can remarkably improve zero-shot performance on
unseen tasks, we propose to finetune a pre-trained Large Language Model (LLM) on a wide range of
tasks such as scoring, comparison, and ranking to explicitly align the model with human preferences.
During the test time, the instruction-tuned model performs fine-grained evaluation given the aspect
and its definition specified in the instruction even if the aspect is not present during training.

Instruction Tuning on Diverse Forms of Feedback Prior studies have shown that the number and
diversity of instruction tuning tasks are critical aspects of the generalization ability of the model [Wei
et al., 2022, Chung et al., 2022]. Motivated by this, we propose to construct a comprehensive and
diverse collection of tasks that are specifically tailored for dialogue evaluation. In the following,
we elaborate on how we construct the tasks used for instruction tuning and how they can benefit
our evaluator. (1) Scoring: the first type of task is training the model to follow scoring criteria and
directly score a response on a certain aspect specified in the criteria. For example, we construct an
instruction "A score of 0 indicates the response is not engaging. A score of 1 indicates the response is
engaging. Select a score based on the engagingness of the response."; (2) Comparison: the second
type of task is to ask the model to select a better response from the two responses based on the context
and the specified aspect. By learning from the comparison, the model can be aware of which response
has better quality; (3) Ranking: to enable the model to learn from more fine-grained and subtle
differences in human preference, we further extend the comparison task into a ranking task, where
the model needs to predict a ranking of a set of responses, and; (4) Question answering: we also
formulate the dialogue evaluation as a Boolean question answering task following Zhong et al. [2022].
For example, we asked "Does this response sound natural?" and let the model predict "Yes" or "No".
We adopt this type of task to evaluate the dialogue during the test time. To enhance the diversity of
instruction tuning tasks, we employ evaluations from a variety of text generation tasks, including
dialogue generation, summarization, and table-to-text generation. We train the evaluator on various
aspects (e.g., relevance, coherence, fluency, and diversity) and perform a meta-evaluation in terms of
the correlation with human evaluation on both seen and unseen aspects (e.g., informativeness and
groundedness). We present our proposed framework in Figure 7.
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Instruction Tuning on Seen Aspects

Dialogue Naturalness Table2Text Informativeness......

......

Inference on Unseen Aspects

Dialogue Fluency 

Dialogue Persuasiveness 

Dialogue Diversity 

Dialogue Engagingness 

Input
Dialogue generation aims to generate
a contextually appropriate response.
Decide which response is
more engaging.
Dialogue history: User: I'm quite
upset recently. System: Why? User: I
can't figure out the meaning of my
life.
Response 1: I can't see what you
mean.
Response 2: Be positive! I believe
you will find your own way to live
some day.

Output
Response 2 is more engaging.

Input
Determine if the given summary
is relevant to the source and contains
essential content or not. Score 0
means irrelevant and score 1 means
relevant.
Source: Paul Merson has restarted his
row with Andros Townsend after the
Tottenham midfielder was brought on
with only seven minutes remaining in
his team 's 0-0 draw with Burnley on
Sunday...
Summary: Paul Merson has restarted
his row with Andros Townsend . The
Tottenham midfielder...

Output
The relevance score is 1.

Dialogue Politeness

Input
Is the response polite and
appropriate? 
Dialogue history: System: Was
this a friend you were in love
with, or just a best friend? User:
This was a best friend. I miss
her. System: Where has she
gone? User: We no longer talk.
Response: Oh, sounds like you
really messed that up.

Output
No, this response is not polite.

Summarization Relevance

Figure 7: Illustration of our INSTRUCTEVAL framework. We first instruction-finetune the LLM on
a diverse range of tasks so that the model can learn to follow the instruction and perform the evaluation
on specified aspects. During inference, we can directly apply the model to unseen evaluation aspects
such as politeness and diversity.

4.4 Ranking Aggregation

We sum the scores from Bert Ranker, UniEval Ranker, and INSTRUCTEVAL Ranker to form the
final ranking score, while the response with the highest final ranking score will be chosen as the
most appropriate response. Our error analysis shows that Blenderbot and ATM20B often lead to
better responses, while our ranker may not always assign the highest scores to these two modules.
Considering it, we intentionally increase the combined score of Blenderbot by 0.15, increase the
combined score of ATM20B by 0.1, decrease the combined score of ATM5B by 0.15, and decrease
the combined score of the NRG model by 0.25.

5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Qualitative Analysis of Responder Outputs

To better evaluate the response quality of the proposed framework, we analyze low-score conversations
(specifically conversations with scores 1 or 2) over six weeks3 We summarize the main reasons for
each conversion being not satisfying. They are essentially challenges in conversational systems. The
distribution of the collected challenges is shown in Figure 8.

We summarize the causes for low-score conversations into the following 9 categories:

• Short Conversations. Based on the low-score conversation analysis, we found a significant amount
of conversations that are scored very low while the conversations are extremely short, e.g., within 5
turns of conversations. Possible reasons include the user triggering the socialbot by mistake and
thus immediately stopping the conversation, or a system crash due to unknown reasons.

• Repeated Conversations. The repeated conversation is the case that the bot repeated similar
questions or conversations multiple times within one dialog. It happens because such a conversation
will be assigned a higher coherence score as it aligns with the dialog history.

3We analyze three weeks of conversations in March, two weeks in April, and one week in June. All weeks
are consecutive calendar days.
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Figure 8: The distribution of the causes for low-score conversations.

• Unsupported Skills. Sometimes the user may ask for skills that are not yet supported by the
system. For example, the user may ask the bot to sing a song or change voice. We expect such
features to be supported in the future.

• Improper Conversations. Though the bot is able to filter out many improper inquiries such as
sensitive information like a bank account and several polite response templates will be generated,
there are still some cases where such filtering fails.

• Switching Topics. Another common issue happens when the user switches conversation topics.
Responders are expected to follow the topic changes based on the conversation, e.g., from movies
to favorite sports. Comparatively, BlenderBot performs better in the following topic changes, while
others like TopicNRG and EmpthyNRG may stick to the previous conversation topics.

• Coherence. Coherence has been identified as an essential evaluation criterion in previous conversa-
tion evaluation metrics. Here, the coherence issue refers to the inconsistency in the bot identity.
For example, the bot may claim to love tacos in one preceding response and later it may change its
mind and claim to not be a fan of tacos.

• Commonsense Reasoning. Sometimes the bot cannot infer like a human. For example, the bot
asks the user “what is his/her favorite movie”, and the user replied “The Green Mile”. Then the
bot asked a follow-up question “Have you seen it?”. This is clearly inappropriate from a human
perspective because we know that if the user liked the movie, the user must have seen it.

• ASR Errors. ASR errors have been identified as another issue in the current system. For example,
“cat” may be recognized as “car”. Such speech recognition errors are vital because they can
dramatically switch the conversation topic from animals to vehicles.

• Entity linking Errors. The system may fail to link the entity mentions to its actual meaning.

5.2 Efficacy of Topic Tracking

Our experiments demonstrate PERSONADIAL’s proficiency in identifying conversation topics and
generating personally preferred responses. Qualitative analysis that compares responses from PER-
SONADIAL and BlenderBot is provided in Figure 9.

In comparison to BlenderBot, PERSONADIAL demonstrates a more refined and gradual approach
in transitioning dialogue topics, resulting in a more coherent and engaging conversation. When the
user shows no apparent resistance to the current topic, PERSONADIAL tends to maintain focus on the
current topic, fostering a more fine-grained discussion rather than abruptly veering off to unrelated
topics. As illustrated in case 1 in Figure 9 where the conversation revolves around a purple monster,
the baseline model, driven by its objective to promote diverse discussions, shifts the discussion toward
pets, while PERSONADIAL steers the user to share more memories related to the color purple, thereby
preserving continuity and natural flow.
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Conversation History:
  ......
HokieBot:  Purple is a great color. Why are they afraid of purple?
User: I am scared of purple because it reminds me of a scary monster.

Case 1:

Conversation History:
  ......
User: The weather was very nice today.

Case 2:

Conversation History:
  ......
HokieBot: What's your favorite rom-com comedy movie that you've watched? 
User: I don't like rom com movies.

Case 3:

Topic Detected: 
{"high-level": {"topic": "fear_of_color", "if_interest": "yes"}, "middle- level": {"color": "purple",
"if_interest": "yes"}}
Guideline: 
The user is interested in talking about colors, especially purple. Ask them what their memories of purple
are.
Response:
What's your most impressive memory of purple?

PersonaDial

Response:
That makes sense. Do you have any pets? I have a dog and a cat.

BlenderBot

Topic Detected: 
{"high-level": {"topic": "weather", "if_interest": "yes"}}
Guideline: 
The user likes sunny and warm days with a gentle breeze. They prefer wearing a hat and sunglasses in
sunny days. Ask them what their favorite outdoor activities are during sunny days.
Response:
That's interesting. What are some of the activities that you like to do on a sunny day?

PersonaDial

Response:
Yes, it was. It was a nice change of pace from the cold weather we've been having.

BlenderBot

Topic Detected: 
{"high-level": {"topic": "movie", "if_interest": "yes"}, "middle-level": {"topic": "comedy movie",
"if_interest": "yes"}, "low-level": {"topic": "rom-com", "if_interest": "no"}}
Guideline: 
The user is not interested in movies but they do like rom-com comedy movies. They specifically like 'The
Big Bang Theory' and 'The Theory of Everything'. Ask them about other comedy movies that they might
like to watch.
Response:
That's interesting. Do you have any other movies or movies that you would recommend them to watch?

PersonaDial

Response:
Have you ever seen The Notebook? It's a romantic comedy that came out in 2007.

BlenderBot

Figure 9: Example Responses from BlenderBot and PERSONADIAL.
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Moreover, PERSONADIAL effectively handles situations when the user’s input takes the form of
an imperative sentence or when the current topic naturally reaches its conclusion. In such cases,
PERSONADIAL proactively introduces new topics by posing questions, ensuring the dialogue’s
continuity. When introducing new topics, the system tends to be a logical extension or a subsidiary
of the current subject, maintaining coherence at a higher level. For example, as depicted in case 2
(Figure 9), when the user initiates a discussion about the weather, PERSONADIAL suggests the topic
of “activity” as an extension of “good weather”, facilitating smooth conversational transitions. In
contrast, BlenderBot tends to merely agree with the user’s input, offering limited engagement.

Furthermore, PERSONADIAL excels in recognizing the user’s disinterest in the current topic and
promptly redirects the conversation to avoid dissatisfaction. To cater to the user’s interests, the system
selects new topics that are relevant sub-topics under the broader topics of interest. For example,
in case 3 (Figure 9), when the user expresses dislike for “rom-com comedy” under the category of
“movies”, PERSONADIAL identifies this negative sentiment and seeks to redirect the conversation.
Leveraging the user’s positive sentiment towards "movies," PERSONADIAL navigates towards other
film genres falling under the “movie” category. On the other hand, BlenderBot persists with the
current topic, focusing solely on the presence of the keyword “rom-com comedy”.

In summary, PERSONADIAL outperforms BlenderBot in maintaining smooth and coherent dialogue
by skillfully handling topic transitions based on user engagement, proactively introducing new topics,
and swiftly responding to user preferences. These strengths contribute to a more natural and enjoyable
conversational experience for users.

5.3 Evaluation of Ranking Strategies

Meta Evaluation Datasets We meta-evaluate our evaluator across two benchmarks for dialogue
evaluation, i.e., Topical-Chat [Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019] and FED [Zhang et al., 2020]. We
report the performance on four aspects of Topical-Chat: naturalness (NAT), coherence (COH),
engagingness (ENG), and groundedness (GRD). We hold out all 18 aspects in FED in instruction
tuning to evaluate the performance on unseen aspects.

Implementation Details and Baselines We employ FLAN-T5-large [Chung et al., 2022] as the
backbone LLM for our INSTRUCTEVAL. During instruction tuning, we sample part of synthetic
data used in [Zhong et al., 2022] to enlarge and diversify our dataset. For G-Eval-3.5 and G-Eval-4
baselines, we report the performance in [Liu et al., 2023b] where GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 are used as the
backbone, respectively. We reimplement GPTScore using FLAN-T5-large as the backbone since
we cannot access GPT-3’s output logits.

Metrics NAT COH ENG GRD Avg
ROUGE-L [Lin, 2004] 0.146 0.203 0.300 0.327 0.244
BLEU-4 [Papineni et al., 2002] 0.175 0.235 0.316 0.310 0.259
METEOR [Banerjee and Lavie, 2005] 0.191 0.302 0.439 0.391 0.331
BERTScore [Zhang* et al., 2020] 0.209 0.233 0.335 0.317 0.273
USR [Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020b] 0.325 0.377 0.465 0.447 0.403
UniEval [Zhong et al., 2022] 0.514 0.613 0.605 0.575 0.577

GPTScore [Fu et al., 2023] 0.327 0.269 0.161 0.195 0.238
G-Eval-3.5 [Liu et al., 2023b] 0.539 0.544 0.691 0.567 0.585
G-Eval-4 [Liu et al., 2023b] 0.565 0.605 0.631 0.551 0.588

INSTRUCTEVAL w/o IT 0.174 0.155 0.192 0.293 0.204
INSTRUCTEVAL (Ours) 0.450 0.646 0.572 0.706 0.593

Table 1: Seen-aspect meta-evaluation in terms of turn-level Spearman correlation on Topical-Chat.
The best results are highlighted in bold. “IT” refers to Instruction Tuning on our collected data.

Results We show the meta-evaluation results on Topical-Chat in Table 1, where the aspects are seen
during instruction tuning. Our INSTRUCTEVAL outperforms previous state-of-the-art methods on
coherence and groundedness aspects by 3.3% and 13.1% Spearman correlation, respectively. We
hypothesize the reason why our evaluator performs better on COH and GRD while performing worse
on NAT and ENG is that, the instruction tuning on summarization evaluation makes our approach
better assesses objective aspects but it negatively impacts the evaluation of subjective aspects. We
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Metrics Dial Turn Avg
BARTScore [Yuan et al., 2021] 0.058 0.128 0.093
FED [Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020a] 0.204 0.119 0.162
DynaEval [Zhang et al., 2021] 0.398 0.256 0.327
UniEval [Zhong et al., 2022] -0.310 0.187 -0.06
GPTScore [Fu et al., 2023] 0.113 0.099 0.106

INSTRUCTEVAL w/o IT 0.196 0.116 0.156
INSTRUCTEVAL (Ours) 0.408 0.365 0.387

Table 2: Unseen-aspect meta-evaluation in terms of Spearman correlation on FED. The best results
are highlighted in bold. “IT” refers to Instruction Tuning on our collected data.

leave the analysis of potential negative transfer for future work. We also validate our method on
the unseen aspect of FED and report the average performance across dialogue-level and turn-level
aspects in Table 2. Our approach outperforms the baselines by a large margin. We also find that
UniEval performs worst on dialogue-level evaluation. One plausible reason is UniEval is only trained
for turn-level evaluation and it failed to transfer to dialogue-level evaluation.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we present HOKIEBOT, an open-domain chatbot aimed at addressing three essential
challenges in dialogue systems for the Alexa SocialBot Challenge. Specifically, our system adapts to
diverse conversational purposes, leverages effective memory management to facilitate consistent and
user-preferred responses over long-term interactions, and incorporates a novel automatic evaluation
mechanism for machine-generated dialogue responses. In future work, we plan to further investigate
how to leverage explicit alignment with diverse human preferences to tackle fundamental challenges
in text evaluation, such as alleviating the intrinsic biases of LLM-based evaluators.
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